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Got paid Â– heading out
Gonna give my boys my shout
It's Friday night and I'm feelin' alright
Not thinking of you tonight
Step into the club Â– not looking for love
Just looking for a girl because
It's Friday night and I'm feelin' alright
Not thinking of you tonight

See that girl on the floor
She wants to dance she wants to talk
I can feel you're girl's eyes all over my back
What we had is what you want but I don't want it like
that

CHORUS
(Oh oh oh oh oh oh)
It's just a weekend fling
It don't mean anything
Just a one time thing yeah, yeah
(Oh oh oh oh oh oh)
Just a weekend thing
No house no diamond ring
It was just a weekend fling

In my mind it's done
With a new girl tonight I wanna have some fun
Gotta let it go Â– I hold the reins coz I'm in control
(Getting freaky on the dance floor, you know what I
came for)
The way she moves her hips I know she wants to come
back
What she's got is what I want and it's as simple as that
(Keep moving you're hips girl, licking your lips girl)
She presses up against me and I start to push back
She says I know you like it
Do you wanna come back?

CHORUS
(Oh oh oh oh oh oh)
It's just a weekend fling
It don't mean anything
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Just a one time thing yeah, yeah
(Oh oh oh oh oh oh)
Just a weekend thing
No house or diamond ring
It was just a weekend fling

You're the centre of attention
Maybe I should mention
I'm not a one girl guy
Here's you're invitation
Meet me on location
And we can dance all night

BRIDGE
(Sing along)
Weekend fling (that's right)
One time thing (just a one time thing)
Weekend fling (you're my weekend thing)
One time... 

CHORUS
(Oh oh oh oh oh oh)
It's just a weekend fling
It don't mean anything
Just a one time thing yeah, yeah
(Oh oh oh oh oh oh)
Just a weekend thing
No house or diamond ring
It was just a weekend fling
(X2)
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